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Identification and Analyses of Candidate Genes for Rpp4-Mediated
Resistance to Asian Soybean Rust in Soybean
Abstract
Asian soybean rust is a formidable threat to soybean (Glycine max) production in many areas of the world,
including the United States. Only five sources of resistance have been identified (Resistance to Phakopsora
pachyrhizi1 [Rpp1], Rpp2, Rpp3, Rpp4, and Rpp5). Rpp4 was previously identified in the resistant genotype
PI459025B and mapped within 2 centimorgans of Satt288 on soybean chromosome 18 (linkage group G).
Using simple sequence repeat markers, we developed a bacterial artificial chromosome contig for the Rpp4
locus in the susceptible cv Williams82 (Wm82). Sequencing within this region identified three Rpp4
candidate disease resistance genes (Rpp4C1–Rpp4C3 [Wm82]) with greatest similarity to the lettuce
(Lactuca sativa) RGC2 family of coiled coil-nucleotide binding site-leucine rich repeat disease resistance
genes. Constructs containing regions of the Wm82 Rpp4 candidate genes were used for virus-induced gene
silencing experiments to silence resistance in PI459025B, confirming that orthologous genes confer
resistance. Using primers developed from conserved sequences in the Wm82 Rpp4 candidate genes, we
identified five Rpp4 candidate genes (Rpp4C1–Rpp4C5 [PI459025B]) from the resistant genotype.
Additional markers developed from the Wm82 Rpp4 bacterial artificial chromosome contig further defined
the region containing Rpp4 and eliminated Rpp4C1 (PI459025B) and Rpp4C3 (PI459025B) as candidate
genes. Sequencing of reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction products revealed that Rpp4C4
(PI459025B) was highly expressed in the resistant genotype, while expression of the other candidate genes
was nearly undetectable. These data support Rpp4C4 (PI459025B) as the single candidate gene for
Rpp4-mediated resistance to Asian soybean rust.
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Asian soybean rust is a formidable threat to soybean (Glycine max) production in many areas of the world, including the United
States. Only five sources of resistance have been identified (Resistance to Phakopsora pachyrhizi1 [Rpp1], Rpp2, Rpp3, Rpp4, and
Rpp5). Rpp4 was previously identified in the resistant genotype PI459025B and mapped within 2 centimorgans of Satt288 on
soybean chromosome 18 (linkage group G). Using simple sequence repeat markers, we developed a bacterial artificial
chromosome contig for the Rpp4 locus in the susceptible cv Williams82 (Wm82). Sequencing within this region identified three
Rpp4 candidate disease resistance genes (Rpp4C1–Rpp4C3 [Wm82]) with greatest similarity to the lettuce (Lactuca sativa) RGC2
family of coiled coil-nucleotide binding site-leucine rich repeat disease resistance genes. Constructs containing regions of the
Wm82 Rpp4 candidate genes were used for virus-induced gene silencing experiments to silence resistance in PI459025B,
confirming that orthologous genes confer resistance. Using primers developed from conserved sequences in the Wm82 Rpp4
candidate genes, we identified five Rpp4 candidate genes (Rpp4C1–Rpp4C5 [PI459025B]) from the resistant genotype.
Additional markers developed from the Wm82 Rpp4 bacterial artificial chromosome contig further defined the region
containing Rpp4 and eliminated Rpp4C1 (PI459025B) and Rpp4C3 (PI459025B) as candidate genes. Sequencing of reverse
transcription-polymerase chain reaction products revealed that Rpp4C4 (PI459025B) was highly expressed in the resistant
genotype, while expression of the other candidate genes was nearly undetectable. These data support Rpp4C4 (PI459025B) as
the single candidate gene for Rpp4-mediated resistance to Asian soybean rust.
Asian soybean rust (ASR) is caused by the fungus
Phakopsora pachyrhizi and is a formidable threat to
world soybean (Glycine max) production. ASRwas first
identified in the Eastern Hemisphere in the early 1900s
and has since spread tomany countries throughout the
world, including the United States (Schneider et al.,
2005). In countries where soybean rust is established,
soybean yield losses range from 10% to 80% (Ogle
et al., 1979; Bromfield, 1984; Patil et al., 1997). Yield
loss severity depends on many factors, including soy-
bean variety, time during the growing season when
the rust becomes established, and environmental con-
ditions. Without durable genetic resistance in com-
mercial lines, producers must depend on expensive
and time-consuming foliar fungicides for disease man-
agement.
Five major sources of ASR resistance have been
identified in soybean: Resistance to Phakopsora pachy-
rhizi1 (Rpp1; Cheng and Chan, 1968; Hidayat and
Somaatmadja, 1977; McLean and Byth, 1980; Hartwig
and Bromfield, 1983); Rpp2 (Hidayat and Somaatmadja,
1977); Rpp3 (Singh and Thapliyal, 1977; Bromfield
and Hartwig, 1980); Rpp4 (Hartwig, 1986); and Rpp5
(Garcia et al., 2008). Rpp1 confers an immune response
for which there are no visible symptoms in the plant
(Miles et al., 2006). Resistance responses mediated by
the Rpp2 to Rpp5 loci limit fungal growth and sporu-
lation through the formation of visible reddish-brown
lesions suggestive of a hypersensitive-like response
(HR; Bonde et al., 2006; Garcia et al., 2008). Tan-colored
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lesions and fully sporulating uredenia generally indi-
cate a susceptible interaction to ASR (Bromfield and
Hartwig, 1980; Bromfield, 1984; Miles et al., 2006). The
resistance sources identified are all specific to certain
strains of P. pachyrhizi (Bonde et al., 2006).
The resistance response governed by Rpp2 was
studied extensively by microarray analyses (van de
Mortel et al., 2007). Expression of basal defense path-
way genes increased during the first 12 h after inoc-
ulation (hai) in both the susceptible and resistant
plants. Gene expression in both genotypes returned
to mock levels before a second phase of differential
gene expression was observed at approximately 72
hai. While this response was detected in both resistant
and susceptible interactions, the second phase of dif-
ferential expression was stronger and detected 1 to 2 d
earlier in the resistant plants than in the susceptible
plants. Genes included in this biphasic response are
associated with transcription, signal transduction, and
plant defenses and are consistent with the stronger
and more rapid induction of defense genes typically
seen in the HR (Tao et al., 2003). The resistance
phenotypes conferred by Rpp3, Rpp4, and Rpp5 sug-
gest that they mediate responses similar to Rpp2 and
are likely governed by disease resistance genes that
mediate gene-for-gene recognition.
Typical disease resistance genes, such as NBS-LRRs
(for nucleotide-binding site-Leu rich repeats), receptor-
like kinases, and receptor-like proteins (Jones et al.,
1994; Dixon et al., 1996, 1998; Song et al., 1997; Dangl
and Jones, 2001; Sun et al., 2004), transduce the HR to
defend against pathogen attack. An important aspect
of defense is the ability of plant R genes and pathogen
Avr genes to coevolve (Michelmore and Meyers, 1998;
Jones and Dangl, 2006). Alternating cycles of selection
on the plant and pathogen populations are thought to
drive this coevolution. When the plant recognizes the
pathogen, selection pressure on the pathogen forces it
to evolve in order to evade detection. The plant species
must follow suit in order to continue detecting the
pathogen. It is likely that clustering of R gene loci
facilitates the generation of novel disease resistance
specificities. R gene clusters have been identified in
many species, including rice (Oryza sativa; Song et al.,
1997), Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana; Baumgarten
et al., 2003; Meyers et al., 2005), maize (Zea mays;
Hulbert and Bennetzen, 1991), and soybean (Kanazin
et al., 1996; Graham et al., 2002; Gao and Bhattacharyya,
2008). Clustering of R genes allows evolution to
occur via continued rounds of duplication, unequal
crossing over, segmental duplication, and/or rear-
rangements facilitated by transposable elements (Richter
and Ronald, 2000; Baumgarten et al., 2003; Meyers et al.,
2005). These phenomena contribute to the development
of new pathogen specificities or may result in the
deletion of genes completely (Leister, 2004). R gene
evolution is further constrained by plant fitness. If the
cost of maintaining the R gene without pathogen
threat is greater than the cost of disease threat, selec-
tion will act to remove the R gene (Meyers et al., 2005).
Many plant disease resistance genes have been
cloned using genetic map-based methods. These ap-
proaches can be extremely tedious, given the difficulty
in marker development and the size and complexity of
R gene clusters. Reverse genetic approaches, such as
tilling or mutagenesis, have not been used to confirm
the identity of candidate resistance genes in crops,
since these methods require that time-consuming and
expensive experiments be applied to a single genotype
of interest. Here, we used forward and reverse genetic
approaches, in combination with sequence data from a
susceptible soybean genotype, to identify candidate
genes controlling Rpp4-mediated resistance to ASR.
Previously, Silva et al. (2008) used a mapping popula-
tion derived from PI459025B (Rpp4 resistant) and
BRS184 (ASR susceptible) to map the Rpp4 locus to
soybean chromosome 18 (linkage group [LG] G). Rpp4
mapped within 1.9 centimorgans (cM) of simple se-
quence repeat (SSR) marker Satt288. This position is
consistent with Garcia et al. (2008), who mapped Rpp4
within 2.8 cM of Satt288. Using Satt288 and other
publicly available SSR markers, we built and anchored
a bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) contig sur-
rounding the Rpp4 locus in the susceptible cv
Williams82 (Wm82). Sequencing of this region identi-
fied three Rpp4 candidate genes. Conserved primers
developed from theWm82 Rpp4 candidate genes amp-
lified five genes from the resistant genotype (PI459025B).
Using a combination of quantitative real-time, reverse
transcription (qRT)-PCR, fine mapping with new ge-
netic markers, and virus-induced gene silencing
(VIGS), we have identified a single candidate gene
for Rpp4-mediated resistance to ASR.
RESULTS
Identification of Rpp4 Candidate Resistance Genes
A BAC contig surrounding the Rpp4 locus was
developed by PCR screening of SSR markers and
BAC-end primers against two Wm82 BAC libraries
(Supplemental Fig. S1; Supplemental Table S1). BACs
GM_WBb0070A12 and GM_WBb0176I01 (M70A12
and M176I01 in Supplemental Figs. S1 and S2; Sup-
plemental Table S1) were selected for complete
sequencing because of end sequence similarity to
known disease resistance genes. A total of 208,603 bp
of contig sequence was generated from BACs
GM_WBb0070A12 and GM_WBb0176I01 (GenBank
accession nos. FJ225394 and FJ225395). A total of 552
subclones of GM_WBb0070A12 (160,583 bp) were se-
quenced in both directions, resulting in 5.83 coverage.
For GM_WBb0176I01, paired ends were generated for
588 subclones, resulting in 10.43 coverage of the
region. Twenty-eight total genes were identified in
the sequenced region (Supplemental Fig. S2). Eleven of
the gene predictions shared significant sequence sim-
ilarity to repetitive elements, including two unclassi-
fied retrotransposon proteins (Q53QA4 [1E260] and
Meyer et al.
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Q53PP0 [1E2101]), four Copia-type polyproteins
(Q9M2D1 [0–3E28]), a retroelement pol polyprotein
(Q9S1M3 [1E293]), an integrase (Q8S8M1 [4E238]),
and a retrotransposon, Tto1 (Q9ZRJ0 [1E222]). Gene
predictions with significant similarity to known
genes included a dehydration response family protein
(Q6EP94 [1E2112]), two zinc finger proteins (Q2XX4
[2E27and2E210]),acalcineurin-likeprotein(UPI000016309B
[E253]), a cellulase protein (Q43105 [3E25]), and a
cyclin-like F-box protein (A2Q5C7 [1E2124]).
In addition, three Rpp4 candidate genes (Rpp4C1
[Wm82], Rpp4C2 [Wm82], and Rpp4C3 [Wm82]) with
significant sequence similarity (1E2110) to the lettuce
Resistant Gene Candidate2 (RGC2; Meyers et al., 1998;
Shen et al., 2002) family of disease resistance genes
were identified. The Rpp4 candidate genes belong to
the coiled-coil (CC), NBS, and LRR family of disease
resistance genes (Fig. 1; Supplemental Fig. S3). The
NBS is required for ATP/GTP binding and acts as a
signaling molecule (Tameling et al., 2002), as does the
CC domain (Rairdan et al., 2008). In contrast, the LRR
provides a potential binding surface for protein-protein
interactions (Jones and Jones, 1997).
Like the lettuce RGC2 genes, the Rpp4 candidate
genes are quite large. Rpp4C1 (Wm82), Rpp4C2
(Wm82), and Rpp4C3 (Wm82) are 17,528, 19,706, and
22,665 bp in length, respectively. Similarly, the predicted
proteins range in size from 3,055 to 3,693 amino acids.
Nucleotide identity in the coding sequence ranges
from 87% to 95%. BLASTN (Altschul et al., 1997)
searches against the Dana Farber Soybean Gene Index
(Lee et al., 2005) failed to identify any ESTs with
significant homology (E , 10E24) to the Rpp4 candi-
date genes. Since the genes were not represented by
ESTs, which are the foundation for the soybean micro-
arrays, they are also not represented on any publicly
available microarray.
To identify other candidate R genes in the Rpp4 locus
outside of the sequenced BACs, the soybean whole
genome sequence scaffold corresponding to the Rpp4
BAC contigwas identified (scaffold_21, versionGlyma0;
United States Department of Energy Joint Genome
Institute, 2008). A BLASTX (Altschul et al., 1997)
comparison of the genome scaffold identified no ad-
ditional R genes in the sequence corresponding to the
Rpp4 BAC contig. BLASTN (E , 10E24) analyses were
used to identify genes homologous to Rpp4 candidate
genes elsewhere in the soybean genome. These anal-
yses identified a single Rpp4-like gene (RLG) located on
scaffold_48 (version Glyma0; United States Depart-
ment of Energy Joint Genome Institute, 2008), which
corresponds to soybean chromosome 1 (LG D1A). The
coding region of RLG shares 74% nucleotide identity
with the candidate Rpp4 genes.
Amplification of Rpp4 Candidate Genes from the
Resistant Genotype (PI459025B)
To determine copy number of the Rpp4 candidate
genes from the resistant genotype (PI459025B), prim-
ers were developed from conserved regions of the
Rpp4 candidate genes from Wm82 (Rpp4_NB_F/R;
Supplemental Table S3). These primers were used to
amplify PCR products from PI459025B genomic DNA.
Sequencing of 192 cloned PCR products identified six
unique genes, five of which had greater than 90%
identity to the Rpp4 candidate genes (Supplemental
Fig. S4).Rpp4C1,RppC2, and Rpp4C3 (PI459025B) share
the greatest homology with their Wm82 counterparts
(Rpp4C1, RppC2, and Rpp4C3 [Wm82]), with greater
than 95%, 99%, and 99% sequence identity, respec-
tively. However, Rpp4C4 (PI459025B) is closely related
to both Rpp4C2 (Wm82) and Rpp4C3 (Wm82; greater
than 98% nucleotide identity). The fifth identified
gene, Rpp4C5 (PI459025B), shares the most sequence
identity (greater than 92%) with Rpp4C1 (Wm82). The
sixth gene was identified as RLG (PI459025B) because
it shares greater than 98% identity with its Wm82
counterpart, RLG (Wm82).
VIGS Confirms That Rpp4 Is Encoded by One of the
PI459025B Rpp4C Genes
Given the similarity (greater than 92% identity)
between Rpp4 candidate genes from PI459025B and
Figure 1. Motif identification in Rpp4C1 (Wm82), Rpp4C2 (Wm82),
Rpp4C3 (Wm82), and RLG (Wm82). The predicted amino acid se-
quences of the Rpp4 cluster as well as Rpp4L were used for motif
prediction. Identified motifs included CC domains (black boxes), NBS
domains (brown boxes), and LRR domains (blue vertical lines). Full
amino acid length is indicated at right and by the scale at bottom.
Candidate Genes for Asian Soybean Rust Resistance in Soybean
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Wm82, we developed VIGS constructs using the Rpp4
candidate genes fromWm82. If Rpp4was encoded by a
gene orthologous to one of theWm82 Rpp4C genes, we
expected that it would be silenced in the resistant
genotype (PI459025B), which would become suscepti-
ble to P. pachyrhizi isolate LA04-1. The similarity be-
tween genes made it impossible to develop VIGS
constructs specific to each gene; therefore, two Rpp4
candidate gene VIGS constructs were developed that
could silence all members of this gene cluster. The first
was developed from the NBD region using primers
BPMV_NBD_F/R (Supplemental Table S2), and the
second was developed from the LRR region using
primers BPMV_LRR_F/R (Supplemental Table S2). To
perform the VIGS experiments, 14-d-old PI459025B
plants were subjected to one of five pretreatments: no
treatment, mock inoculation with buffer and carbo-
rundum, inoculation with a BPMV vector lacking an
insert, or inoculation with one of two BPMV VIGS
vectors targeting the NBD or the LRR (Fig. 2, A–E). At
21 d after BPMV inoculation, all plants were inocu-
lated with a spore suspension from P. pachyrhizi isolate
LA04-1. Silencing with both the NBD and LRR con-
structs caused the PI459025B Rpp4 plants to exhibit a
susceptible phenotype at 14 d after inoculation with P.
pachyrhizi isolate LA04-1 (Fig. 2, D and E). In addition
to the tan lesions, fully sporulating uredenia were
visible on the upper and lower leaf surfaces. Silencing
of the Rpp4C cluster among three independent biolog-
ical replicates was verified by Taqman RT-PCR. Rpp4
candidate gene cluster mRNAs were reduced by
an average of 1.51- 6 0.76-fold and 2.43- 6 0.36-fold
for the NBD and LRR constructs, respectively, when
compared with the empty vector control. The loss
of resistance was in contrast to the reaction of
PI459025B plants that received the control pretreat-
ment of no treatment, mock inoculation, and BPMV
empty vector inoculation (Fig. 2, A–C). As expected,
these control plants developed only red-brown lesions
when challenged with P. pachyrhizi isolate LA04-1,
indicative of a resistant HR. To confirm that Rpp4-
mediated resistance was broken, fungal growth was
measured using Taqman RT-PCR in the BPMV empty
vector plants and plants that were pretreated with
BPMV VIGS vectors targeting the Rpp4C cluster NBD
and LRR domains. The amount of P. pachyrhyzi
a-tubulin transcript in the Rpp4C NBD- and LRR-
silenced plants was 2- to 3-fold greater than in the
BPMV empty vector control, demonstrating that ASR
growth increased as would be expected if resistance
was broken (Fig. 2F). These results indicate that Rpp4 is
encoded by a gene orthologous to the Rpp4C genes
from Wm82.
SSR Markers Define a Region Containing the Candidate
Rpp4 Resistance Gene
Two SSR markers (sc21_3360 and sc21_3420; Fig.
3; Supplemental Table S4), located within BAC GM_
WBb0176I01 and separating the three Rpp4 candidate
genes in the Wm82 cluster, were identified as poly-
morphic between the resistant (PI459025B) and sus-
ceptible (BRS184) parents. These two markers were
mapped using the Rpp4mapping population reported
by Silva et al. (2008), and they were found to flank
Rpp4 and define Rpp4C2 (PI459025B) as the candidate
Rpp4 resistance gene on soybean chromosome 18 (LG
G; Fig. 3). However, since our sequence information
from PI459025B is limited to PCR products, we were
unable to develop markers specifically defining
Rpp4C4 (PI459025B) or Rpp4C5 (PI459025B). The high
level of recombination (11 recombination events de-
tected between Rpp4 and sc21_3360 and five events
detected between Rpp4 and sc21_3420; Fig. 3) suggested
that Rpp4C4 (PI459025B) and Rpp4C5 (PI459025B) are
also located between these markers. These results
suggest that Rpp4C2 (PI459025B), Rpp4C4 (PI459025B),
and Rpp4C5 (PI459025B) could all be candidate genes
for Rpp4-mediated resistance.
Rpp4C4 (PI459025B) Is Highly Expressed in PI459025B
Regardless of ASR Inoculation
qRT-PCR was used to determine relative expression
levels of Rpp4C1 to Rpp4C3 (Wm82) and Rpp4C1 to
Rpp4C5 (PI459025B) in the susceptible line (Wm82)
and the resistant line (PI459025B) following infection
with P. pachyrhizi isolate LA04-1 andmock inoculation.
The Rpp4F/R primers (Supplemental Table S3) were
designed to amplify all Rpp4 candidate genes with
approximately the same efficiency. In the ASR-infected
samples, differences of 6.49-, 3.92-, 4.82-, and 5.02-fold
were detected between the resistant and susceptible
samples at 12, 24, 72, and 216 hai, respectively (Table I).
Similarly, in the mock-inoculated samples, differences
of 5.38-, 2.84-, 2.86-, and 3.01-fold were detected at 12,
24, 72, and 216 hai, respectively. Successful inoculation
of plants was confirmed by Taqman RT-PCR. The
amount of P. pachyrhyzi a-tubulin was measured and
normalized relative to the amount of soybean ubiqui-
tin. Plants inoculated with P. pachyrhyzi were com-
pared with mock-inoculated plants. The RT-PCR
revealed 18-, 50-, 145-, and 545-fold change in P.
pachyrhyzi a-tubulin transcript in PI459025B plants at
12, 24, 72, and 216 hai and 16-, 23-, 86-, and 1,997-fold
change in Wm82 plants at the same time points,
indicating successful inoculation with P. pachyrhyzi.
These results indicate that Rpp4 candidate gene ex-
pression is greater in the resistant samples, regardless
of ASR infection.
To determine which genes were expressed in these
samples, the RT-PCR products of primersRpp4_NB_F/R
and Rpp4F/R were cloned and sequenced (Table I;
Supplemental Table S3; Supplemental Fig. S4). The
Rpp4_NB_F/R primers were chosen because they am-
plified approximately 1,200-bp fragments including
single nucleotide polymorphisms that distinguish all
five PI459025B Rpp4 candidate genes. RT-PCR prod-
ucts were cloned from RNA isolated 12 and 72 hai
Meyer et al.
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Figure 2. PI459025B response to
ASR infection following VIGS. The
images at left are the top (adaxial)
leaf surfaces and those at right are
the bottom (abaxial) leaf surfaces. A
to E represent plants subjected to
one of five pretreatments. The plant
in A was not pretreated. The plant
in B was mock inoculated with
buffer and carborundum. The plant
in C was infected with a BPMV
vector lacking an insert (empty vec-
tor). The plant in D was inoculated
with a BPMV construct carrying the
Rpp4 candidate BPMV_NBD_F/R
insert (Supplemental Table S4).
The plant in E was inoculated with
a BPMV construct carrying the
Rpp4 candidate BPMV_LRR_F/R
insert (Supplemental Table S4). All
of these plants were subsequently
infected with ASR and phenotyped.
Red/brown lesions indicate a resis-
tant interaction, and tan lesions
indicate a susceptible interaction.
F, Relative expression of P. pachy-
rhyzi a-tubulin mRNA relative
to soybean ubiquitin following
BPMV and P. pachyrhyzi inocula-
tion. Each sample includes three
biological and three technical
replicates. The empty vector (C)
sample has significantly lower
(2–3-fold) expression of the fungal
a-tubulin than either of the Rpp4
candidate gene VIGS constructs.
Asterisks designate P , 0.01 from
a t test of Rpp4-silenced plants
(D and E) compared with empty
vector-silenced plants (C).
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from resistant and susceptible lines that were infected
with ASR or mock inoculated. In addition, genomic
DNA of PI459025B and Wm82 was used as templates
with primers Rpp4_NB_F/R, and the amplification
products were cloned and sequenced to determine
the amplification efficiency of the primers for all Rpp4
candidate genes in both genotypes (Table I). A total of
96 clones were sequenced from each treatment 3 time
point sample, resulting in 384 total clones per geno-
type. In resistant PI459025B, we detected 365 clones
of Rpp4C4 (PI459025B), two clones of Rpp4C2
(PI459025B), and no clones of Rpp4C1 (PI459025B),
Rpp4C3 (PI459025B), and Rpp4C5 (PI459025B) across
all time points and treatments. In the susceptible
Wm82, we detected 337 clones of Rpp4C3 (Wm82),
eight clones of Rpp4C2 (Wm82), and no clones of
Rpp4C1 (Wm82). While all genes could be detected in
the genomic samples, the amplification efficiencies
were not equal, making interpretation of the expres-
sion results more complex. Therefore, we used the
observed amplification efficiencies to calculate the
expected number of clones we would find for each
gene if all genes were expressed equally (Table I).
Based on these calculations, all of the genes should
have been observed in the cDNA samples. However,
only Rpp4C4 (PI459025B) and Rpp4C3 (Wm82) were
detected in large numbers in the resistant and suscep-
tible reactions, respectively. These results demonstrate
that the differences in Rpp4 candidate gene expression
detected by semiquantitative RT-PCR in the resistant
samples are due to Rpp4C4 (PI459025B), making it the
primary candidate for Rpp4-mediated resistance.
Evidence of Recombination in the Rpp4 Locus
The structure of the Rpp4 candidate genes can be
examined to find evidence of duplication and recom-
bination. Rpp4C1, Rpp4C2, Rpp4C3, and RLG (all
Wm82) have 46, 47, 50, and 38 LRRmotifs, respectively
(Pfam E, 0.024; Finn et al., 2006; Fig. 1; Supplemental
Fig. S3). We have isolated the amino acid sequence of
each of the LRRs from these genes and aligned them
using ClustalW (Thompson et al., 1994). LRRs that
share greater than 80% amino acid identity are con-
nected by a line as depicted in Supplemental Figure S3.
Within each gene, the first 23 LRRs are unique and do
not share greater than 80% amino acid identity with
each other. Instead, LRRs located at the same position
in each of the genes show the greatest amino acid
identity. However, after LRR23, there is clear duplica-
tion and shuffling of LRR domains. For example, in
Rpp4C1, Rpp4C2, and Rpp4C3, LRRs 24 to 31 have been
duplicated to form LRRs 32 to 38 and 39 to 46. To see if
recombination has also had a role in the evolution of
these genes, we examined insertion/deletions (indels)
across the entire length of Rpp4C1 (Wm82), Rpp4C2
(Wm82), and Rpp4C3 (Wm82; Supplemental Table S5).
If no recombination had occurred between the three
genes, Rpp4C2 (Wm82) and Rpp4C3 (Wm82), which
were duplicated more recently and share greater than
95% nucleotide identity, would share a majority of
their indels along their entire length. If a single re-
combination event had occurred between Rpp4C1
(Wm82) and Rpp4C2 (Wm82) following the Rpp4C2/
Rpp4C3 duplication, Rpp4C2 (Wm82) would share one
stretch of indels with Rpp4C1 (Wm82) and a second
stretch of indels with Rpp4C3 (Wm82). If multiple
recombination events had occurred, all of the Rpp4
candidate genes would share small patches of indels,
as shown in Supplemental Table S5. Therefore, these
LRRmotif and indel data confirm that duplication and
recombination events have occurred within the Rpp4
Figure 3. Genetic map of the PI459025B and BRS184 F2:3 population
with newly developed markers. The genetic map shows chromosome
18 surrounding the Rpp4 locus. New markers added to the map
developed by Silva et al. (2008) include sc21_1866, sc21_2024,
sc21_2716, sc21_2922, sc21_3420, sc21_3360, and sc21_4808. Re-
combination events (in relation to Rpp4 phenotype) are indicated in
parentheses to the right of each marker. Distance between markers (in
cM) is shown on the left side of the map.
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candidate gene cluster of Wm82 and have also likely
occurred at the Rpp4 locus of PI459025B.
The Rpp4 Locus Is Duplicated in the Soybean Genome
In order to examine the effect of whole genome
duplication events (Shoemaker et al., 1996; Schlueter
et al., 2004) on the evolution of the Rpp4 candidate
genes in soybean, the region homologous to the Rpp4
locus was identified. Scaffold_21 (Supplemental Fig.
S5), which includes the Rpp4 locus, was compared
with the 7X genome assembly (version Glyma0;
United States Department of Energy Joint Genome
Institute, 2008) using BLASTN (Altschul et al., 1997).
Scaffold_75 shared the greatest synteny with scaf-
fold_21 (Supplemental Fig. S5). BLASTN analyses
against the sequences of previously mapped markers
placed scaffold_75 on soybean chromosome 9 (LG K).
Comparison of scaffold_21, scaffold_75, and our BAC
sequence data revealed an approximately 162-kb de-
letion in scaffold_75 relative to our sequence and
scaffold_21. Clear evidence of synteny could be ob-
served in the regions surrounding the deletion (Sup-
plemental Fig. S5). Genes encompassed by the deleted
region include the Rpp4 candidate genes (Q9ZT68),
one gene prediction with homology to an uncharac-
terized protein (Q01HF9), one gene prediction with
homology to a cellulase protein (Q43105), and seven
gene predictions with homology to repetitive elements
(Q9SIM3, Q6UUN7, Q5MG92, Q9C739, Q9M2D1,
Q2R3T4, and Q9ZRJ0; Supplemental Figs. S2 and S5).
Since RLG shows significant nucleotide identity to the
candidate Rpp4 genes, scaffold_48 (chromosome 1, LG
D1A)was also comparedwith scaffold_21. No evidence
of synteny between the two regions was detected.
DISCUSSION
The Rpp4 ASR Resistance Gene Is a Member of the
CC-NBS-LRR Family of Disease Resistance Genes
Using molecular markers, we developed a BAC
contig corresponding to the Rpp4 locus in the suscep-
tible cv Wm82. Sequencing of two BACs within this
region identified three candidate disease resistance
genes belonging to the CC-NBS-LRR family of disease
resistance genes. Sequencing of genomic DNA from
the resistant (PI459025B) and susceptible (Wm82) geno-
types confirmed the presence of five and three can-
didate genes in these genotypes, respectively. We used
VIGS to demonstrate that silencing of Rpp4 diminished
resistance in PI459025B, confirming that one of the
Rpp4 candidate genes is responsible for resistance.
Markers developed from the Rpp4 contig defined the
region responsible for Rpp4-mediated resistance. Only
Rpp4C2 (PI459025B) and likely Rpp4C4 (PI459025B)
and Rpp4C5 (PI459025B) mapped within this region.
Sequence analyses of the RT-PCR products from the
resistant (PI459025B) and susceptible (Wm82) geno-
types demonstrated that Rpp4C4 (PI459025B) is almost
exclusively expressed in the resistant line, while the
other gene sequences were almost undetected. Based
on our analyses and the added knowledge that
Rpp4C4 (PI459025B) is not present in Wm82, Rpp4C4
Table I. Cloning of expression (cDNA) and genomic (DNA) PCR products of Rpp4 candidate genes
Samplea Rpp4C1b Rpp4C2b Rpp4C3b Rpp4C4b Rpp4C5b
PI459025B/ASR/12 hai 0 0 0 93 0
PI459025B/ASR/72 hai 0 2 0 90 0
PI459025B/Mock/12 hai 0 0 0 87 0
PI459025B/Mock/72 hai 0 0 0 95 0
PI459025B totalc 0 2 0 365 0
Expected expressiond 41 77 27 122 100
PI459025B genomic DNA 9 7 6 27 22
Wm82/ASR/12 hai 0 6 80
Wm82/ASR/72 hai 0 1 88
Wm82/Mock/12 hai 0 1 79
Wm82/Mock/72 hai 0 0 90
Wm82 totalc 0 8 337
Expected expressiond 136 105 105
Wm82 genomic DNA 35 27 27
aSamples refer to cDNA or genomic DNA. All RNA samples are named by genotype/treatment/time
point, where genotype is PI459025B (resistant) or Wm82 (susceptible), treatment is either ASR infected or
mock infected, and the time points are 12 or 72 hai. bRpp4C1 to Rpp4C5 sequence numbers were
determined by comparing the sequence from the cDNA reaction with the DNA sequences. Rpp4C4 and
Rpp4C5 are not reported for Wm82 because they are not present in the Wm82 genome sequence. cTotal
expression determined by summing all treatment/time point bulks for each genotype. These totals were
compared with the expected expression for each Rpp4 candidate gene. dExpected expression deter-
mined by taking the ratio of the genomic amplicons to the total number of cDNA sequences, assuming
that efficiency of amplification is equivalent in DNA and cDNA.
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(PI459025B) is the primary candidate gene for Rpp4-
mediated resistance to ASR.
The Rpp4 Candidate Resistance Genes Show Greatest
Similarity to the RGC2 Family of Disease Resistance
Genes from Lettuce
The RGC2 family contains the largest genes to be
characterized in the NBS-LRR family to date. Each
gene spans 15 to 25 kb, and the estimated number of
RGC2 genes in the lettuce genome varies from 14 to 40
copies depending on the genotype (Meyers et al., 1998;
Kuang et al., 2004). One member of the RGC2 gene
family, Dm3, confers resistance to downy mildew
(Bremia lactucae; Meyers et al., 1998; Shen et al., 2002),
while other family members are responsible for up to
eight different Dm specificities and root aphid resis-
tance (Crute and Dunn, 1980; Hulbert and Michelmore,
1985; Farrara et al., 1987; Maisonneuve et al., 1994). All
of the individual specificities confer resistance to
downy mildew in a gene-for-gene manner; however,
only single specificities are usually identified in indi-
vidual genotypes. The phenotypes associated with the
expression of different RGC2 family members vary.
Dm3 and Dm14 condition an immune response where
resistance occurs in cells initially infected by the path-
ogen, resulting in a reaction that is not detectable
macroscopically. For Dm16, the response to B. lactucae
is delayed until the haustoria penetrate cells beyond
the initial infection, resulting in a visible yet still
incompatible interaction (Wroblewski et al., 2007).
The delayed reaction conditioned by Dm16 is much
like the reaction observed for Rpp4-mediated resis-
tance to ASR.
Microscopic and Microarray Evidence Supports
the Involvement of Rpp4 Candidate Genes in
Rpp4-Mediated Resistance
Thus far, in depth microscopic analyses of ASR
resistance reactions have only been reported for Rpp2
(Hoppe and Koch, 1989). Microscopic analysis of the
reddish-brown phenotype conferred by Rpp2 suggests
that the early life cycle of ASR is similar in both
susceptible and Rpp2-resistant soybean accessions.
The similarity in development concludes by 2 d after
inoculation, after which localized host cell death oc-
curs at the time of mycelial development in the Rpp2
genotype (Hoppe and Koch, 1989). These observations
are consistentwith themicroarray experiments reported
by van de Mortel et al. (2007). Resistant and suscep-
tible plants both induce early expression of basal
defense pathways. After 24 h, gene expression returns
to normal levels. A second round of differential gene
expression occurs at approximately 72 h and is ob-
served first at a higher magnitude in the resistant
genotype. The second defense response in the resistant
genotype (72 hai) correlates with the time at which
haustoria are expected to be rapidly developing (van
de Mortel et al., 2007). A similar biphasic response is
observed in Rpp4-mediated resistance (M. van de
Mortel, unpublished data). Since the resistance re-
sponse coincides with haustoria development, it is
likely that the Rpp4 gene product detects the presence
of an ASR effector secreted at this time. The predicted
cytoplasmic localization of Rpp4C4 (PI459025B) is
compatible with the hypothesis that the corresponding
ASR effector may be produced in the haustoria and
secreted into the host cells where recognition would
occur. This model for Rpp4 function is consistent with
the expression and secretion of AvrL5, AvrL6, or
AvrL7 of flax rust and subsequent recognition by the
intercellular resistance proteins L5, L6, or L7 of flax
(Linum usitatissimum; Catanzariti et al., 2006).
What Causes Susceptibility to ASR?
By examining the indel patterns between the Rpp4
candidate genes, we see clear evidence of the evolu-
tionary forces acting on the Rpp4 locus. Differences in
gene number between Wm82 and PI459025B are likely
due to duplication or unequal recombination. Further-
more, the observed pattern of indel swapping pro-
vides evidence of intragenic recombination. All of
these phenomena have previously been reported in
other disease resistance gene clusters (Baumgarten
et al., 2003; Meyers et al., 2003). Given the similarity of
all Rpp4 candidate genes between genotypes, it is
possible that small amino acid differences may play a
key role in resistance. For example, a single amino acid
change in the LRR of the rice blast resistance protein
Pi-ta results in susceptibility (Bryan et al., 2000), and
six amino acid changes in the LRR of the P and P2
resistance proteins of flax determine specificity differ-
ences (Dodds et al., 2001).
Why Is Resistance to ASR So Rare?
One of the challenges for controlling ASR outbreaks
is the unique ability of P. pachyrhizi to infect a broad
range of legume species within the Fabaceae. Bromfield
(1984) identified 95 legume species, from over 42
genera, which could serve as hosts for overwintering
and inoculum accumulation. More recently, new host
species from 25 genera were identified in greenhouse
evaluations, including 12 genera that had not been
reported previously (Slaminko et al., 2008). While
some sources of resistance have been detected in other
legumes, resistance to ASR in soybeans is relatively
rare. In order to identify new sources of resistance in
soybean, Miles et al. (2006) evaluated the entire U.S.
germplasm collection (16,000 accessions) against a
mixture of five P. pachyrhizi isolates. After two rounds
of evaluation, only 805 accessions were identified with
even partial tolerance or resistance reactions to P.
pachyrhizi, which correlates to less than 5% of the
U.S. germplasm collection. The low frequency of the
Rpp4 candidate genes in the soybean genome may
account for the lack of resistance to ASR in soybean
accessions. BLASTN (Altschul et al., 1997) analyses of
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the Rpp4 candidate genes from Wm82 revealed that
only four genes (Rpp4C1, Rpp4C2, Rpp4C3, and RLG)
with significant homology were present in the soybean
genome (also Wm82).
One possibility for the rarity of the Rpp4 candidate
genes is that the cost of maintaining Rpp4 when no
pathogen is present may be greater than the benefit of
resistance during pathogen attack. For example, the
RPM1 resistance gene from Arabidopsis is also a
member of the CC-NBS-LRR family (Pan et al., 2000)
and conditions resistance to Pseudomonas syringae.
Susceptible plants completely lack the RPM1 allele
(Grant et al., 1995); however, evolutionary analyses of
flanking regions suggest that the resistant and suscep-
tible alleles have existed for over 9 million years (Stahl
et al., 1999). Tian et al. (2003) created four independent
pairs of Arabidopsis lines that were genetically iden-
tical except for the presence or absence of RPM1. Field
trials were used to test plant fitness in the absence of P.
syringae. The four lines containing RPM1 had 9% fewer
seeds per plant than those missing RPM1. Therefore,
the cost of maintaining RPM1 in a pathogen-free
environment reduced yield. If the Rpp4 candidate
genes have a similar effect on yield, these genes would
have been selected against, especially if selection in
China (the geographic origin of soybean), the United
States, and South America occurred without a threat
from ASR.
The loss of genes by selection may explain the rarity
of ASR resistance in soybean and other legumes.
Soybean has undergone two whole genome duplica-
tion events in its evolutionary history (Shoemaker
et al., 1996; Schlueter et al., 2004), with the most recent
event reported as occurring 14.5 million years ago
(Schlueter et al., 2004) or 3.5 to 5 million years ago
(Blanc and Wolfe, 2004). It is uncertain whether this
event was a whole genome duplication event (auto-
polyploidy) or whether two related genomes com-
bined (allopolyploidy; Schlueter et al., 2004; Straub
et al., 2006). Examination of the Rpp4 duplicated region
on chromosome 9 (LG K) revealed a 162-kb gap
relative to the Rpp4 locus. The gap spans the region
containing the Rpp4 candidate genes. If autopoly-
ploidy had occurred, the two Rpp4 loci could undergo
unequal recombination, leading to the loss of the Rpp4
candidate genes in one locus but not the other. How-
ever, if allopolyploidy occurred, when the two ge-
nomes came together it is possible that one had the
Rpp4 chromosome 18 (LG G) while the other had the
Rpp4 chromosome 9 (LG K) and no Rpp4 resistance
genes. If this were the case, there are likely ancestral
legume species that completely lack the Rpp4 candi-
date resistance genes in their genomes. This may help
explain P. pachyrhizi’s broad host range among le-
gumes.
Future Directions
The identification of the gene responsible for Rpp4-
mediated resistance is important not only for its direct
agronomic impact but also for evolutionary studies of
R genes in genomes with polyploid histories. Given
the rarity of ASR resistance genes in soybean, we will
use the candidate genes identified in this project to
detect novel sources of resistance to ASR in the broader
legume family. These genes will be vital for building
an arsenal against ASR in the commercial soybean
germplasm. Identification of a candidate gene control-
ling Rpp4-mediated ASR resistance would not have
been possible without the use of forward (map-based
cloning) and reverse (VIGS) genetic approaches. In the
future, the well-developed genetic map and the re-
cently released soybean genome (United States De-
partment of Energy Joint Genome Institute, 2008) will
aid in the identification of candidate disease resistance
gene sequences for other agronomically important
diseases. VIGS technology will enhance these ad-
vancements by allowing researchers an efficient and




Molecular marker Satt288, which is linked to the Rpp4 locus (Silva et al.,
2008), was used to identify BAC clones from the Iowa State University/United
States Department of Agriculture-Agricultural Research Service soybean
(Glycine max) Wm82 (GM_WBa) library (Marek and Shoemaker, 1997) by
PCR amplification (Supplemental Fig. S1). Marker Sat_143 was also used to
screen the BAC library and anchor the Rpp4 contig. End sequences from
identified BACs were used to design primers (Supplemental Table S1) to
extend and join the contigs. BAC clones from the University of Missouri-
Columbia Wm82 (GM_WBb) library (Wu et al., 2008) were used to fill gaps
when possible by comparison of publicly available BAC-end sequences using
BLASTN (Altschul et al., 1997) and visualization of BLASTN output for 100%
identity. BAC-end primers were designed using Oligo 6.8 (Molecular Biology
Insights). PCR reagents and conditions are listed in Supplemental Protocol S1.
PCR products were visualized by gel electrophoresis. BAC-end sequences
were comparedwith the UniProt protein database (Apweiler et al., 2004) using
BLASTX (Altschul et al., 1997).
Sequencing of Rpp4 Candidate BACs
BACs GM_WBb0070A12 and GM_WBb176I01 were selected for complete
sequencing due to the presence of R genes in the BAC-end sequences and
estimated coverage of the detected R gene region. The BAC DNA was
subcloned and sequenced using the manufacturer’s recommendations and the
following kits and supplies: Large-Construct Kit (Qiagen, no. 12462), TOPO
Shotgun Subcloning Kit (Invitrogen, no. K7000-01), One Shot TOP10 Chem-
ically Competent Escherichia coli (Invitrogen, no. C404003), miniprep solutions
(Qiagen, P1 [no. 19051], P2 [no. 19052], and P3 [no. 19053]), 96-well unifilters
and uniplates (Whatman, nos. 7770-0062 and 7701-1750), and ABI Big Dye
version 3.1 chemistry protocol and Hi-Di formamide (Applied Biosystems,
nos. 4311320 and 4337457). Sequencing was performed using an Applied
Biosystems 3730 DNA Analyzer with a 96-capillary array. Sequences were
trimmed and assembled using Sequencher version 4.7 default parameters
with the exception of a minimum match percentage of 100% (Gene Codes
Corporation). In order to maximize read lengths, forward and reverse reads
for the same clone were preassembled prior to complete assembly.
Gene Prediction of Sequenced BACs
The sequenced contig developed from BACs GM_WBb0070A12 and
GM_WBb0176I01 (208,603 bp; GenBank accession nos. FJ225394 and
FJ225395) was divided into 2,000-bp pieces and compared with the UniProt
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protein database (Apweiler et al., 2004) using BLASTX (Altschul et al., 1997) to
identify genic regions (Supplemental Fig. S2). In addition, FGENESH (Salamov
and Solovyev, 2000) was utilized to predict coding regions within the
entire region. The NetPlantGene Server (Hebsgaard et al., 1996), BLASTX
comparisons with UniProt, and BLASTN and TBLASTX comparisons with the
Dana Farber Soybean Gene Index (Lee et al., 2005) were used to predict and
confirm exon positions and splice sites. The three candidate R genes identified
were named Rpp4C1, Rpp4C2, and Rpp4C3 (Wm82; Fig. 1). Since correspon-
dences between alleles of the same gene could not be confirmed, the genotype
of each allele is indicated following the gene name. To determine the
abundance of genes with homology to the Rpp4 candidate genes in the
soybean genome, the nucleotide sequences of the three candidate genes were
comparedwith the soybean whole genome assembly (version Glyma0; United
States Department of Energy Joint Genome Institute, 2008) using MEGA-
BLAST (E , 1024). One additional gene was identified and designated RLG
(Wm82).
Amplification of Rpp4 Candidate Genes from the
Resistant Genotype (PI459025B)
An alignment of the coding sequences of the three Rpp4 candidate genes
and RLG from Wm82 was made using ClustalW with the default settings
(Thompson et al., 1994). Oligo 6.8 (Molecular Biology Insights) was used to
design conserved primers that would amplify all four Wm82 genes (three
Rpp4 candidate genes and RLG) and would be used to amplify similar genes
from PI459025B (Rpp4_NB_F/R; Supplemental Table S3). PCR, cloning, and
sequencing were performed using the following reagents: Hi-Fi Platinum Taq
DNA polymerase (Invitrogen, no. 10342-053), TA cloning kit (Invitrogen, no.
K4500-01), and One Shot TOP10 Chemically Competent E. coli (Invitrogen, no.
C404003). Additional details are provided in Supplemental Protocol S1.
Functional Analyses of the Rpp4 Candidate Genes
via VIGS
Two primer pairs (BPMV_NBD_F/R and BPMV_LRR_F/R; Supplemen-
tal Table S2) were used for PCR amplification using BAC DNA (GM_
WBb0070A12 and GM_WBb0176I01) as template. The PCR products were
directionally cloned into RNA2 of the BPMV VIGS vector (Zhang et al., 2009)
that we adapted for high-throughput cloning by modification with the
topoisomerase enzyme (Invitrogen). The orientation and identity of the
VIGS inserts were confirmed by sequencing using a vector-specific forward
primer (1548F, 5#-CAAGAGAAAGATTTATTGGAGGGA-3#). To generate in-
oculum for the VIGS experiments, BPMV RNA1 and RNA2 DNA clones were
used to bombard Wm82 leaves at 14 d after sowing, as described previously
(Zhang et al., 2009). BPMV-infected leaf tissue was collected at 3 weeks after
bombardment, lyophilized, and stored at 220C. Plants of the resistant
genotype (PI459025B) were germinated in a growth chamber at the Foreign
Disease-Weed Science Research Unit at Fort Detrick, Maryland. Two weeks
following germination, plants were dusted with carborundum and the first
true leaves were rub inoculated with the lyophilized leaf tissue inoculum
corresponding to the BPMV_NBD_F/R or BPMV_LRR_F/R construct. Six
plants from PI459025B were infected with each construct. Three weeks
following BPMV infection, plants were transferred to the U.S. Department
of Agriculture Plant Pathogen BSL-3 containment facility at Fort Detrick
(Melching et al., 1983), inoculated with Phakopsora pachyrhizi isolate LA04-1,
and placed in a dew chamber overnight. Plants were then moved to a
greenhouse and evaluated for a resistant (red/brown lesions) or susceptible
(tan lesions) phenotype 2 weeks after inoculation with P. pachyrhizi. In
addition to the BPMV vector-inoculated plants, controls included mock-
inoculated plants (the same experimental conditions as the VIGS-treated
plants but rub inoculated with buffer instead of the BPMV inoculum), plants
that were inoculated with a BPMV vector lacking an insert, and plants that
were not treated prior to inoculation with P. pachyrhizi. All of the control plants
were infected with P. pachyrhizi as described for the experimental plants. Three
independent replicates of the experiment were performed with similar results.
Taqman RT-PCR Analysis of Rpp4C mRNA Expression
and P. pachyrhizi Growth in Rpp4C-Silenced Plants
RNA was extracted from the Rpp4C NBD- and LRR-silenced plants using
the Qiagen Plant RNeasy kit and subsequently DNase treated. Rpp4C cluster
expression was assessed in control and VIGS-treated plants using the primers
Rpp4TMF (5#-GTTTGCTTCAAGGGGTCCACA-3#) and Rpp4TMR (5#-AAC-
ATCCCGCACAATGTCATGC-3#) and the probe Rpp4TMP (5#-TGGTGGA-
AAGTCTCTCTCATGACCGCCT-3#). The probe was modified with 6-carboxy
fluorescein at the 5# end and with Blackhole Quencher I at the 3# end
(Integrated DNA Technologies). P. pachyrhizi growth was assessed in control
and VIGS-treated plants by quantifying the constitutively expressed ASR
a-tubulin gene by Taqman qRT-PCR as described (van de Mortel et al., 2007).
Three biological and three technical replicates were included in the analysis.
The iScript One-Step RT-PCR kit for probes (Bio-Rad) was used according to
the manufacturer’s protocol with 25 ng of total RNA, 300 nM final concentra-
tion of primers, and 150 nM probe in the following RT-PCR program: cDNA
synthesis for 10 min at 50C, iScript reverse transcription inactivation for 5
min at 95C, PCR cycling at 95C for 10 s, and data collection for 30 s at the
extension temperature of 60C for 45 cycles. Rpp4C and ASR a-tubulin signals
were normalized to the soybean ubiquitin3 gene (GenBank accession no.
D28123), which is not differentially expressed in response to ASR (van de
Mortel et al., 2007).
SSR Marker Development and Screening
Six SSRs were identified within and immediately surrounding the Rpp4
candidate gene cluster, including two SSRmarkers defining the genes with the
Wm82 Rpp4 cluster (Supplemental Table S4). Forty-eight additional SSRs were
identified in genome scaffold_21 (version Glyma0; United States Department
of Energy Joint Genome Institute, 2008) surrounding the cluster. Primers
surrounding the SSRs were designed using Oligo 6.8 (Molecular Biology
Insights; Supplemental Table S4) and screened on a panel of 10 germplasm
sources: PI459025B, BRS184, PI230970, BSR101, PI437654, NoirI, Minsoy,
Glycine soja (PI468916), G. max (A81-356022), and Wm82. PCR conditions are
provided in Supplemental Protocol S1. Six primer pairs, polymorphic between
PI459025B (Rpp4) and BRS184 (rpp4), were mapped in an F2:3 population as
described previously (Silva et al., 2008).
Expression Analyses of the Rpp4 Candidate Genes in
Resistant and Susceptible Interactions with ASR
In order to design a single pair of primers that could amplify all of the Rpp4
candidate genes (Rpp4F/R; Supplemental Table S3), an alignment of the
coding sequences of the three Rpp4 candidate genes and Rpp4L was made
using ClustalW (Thompson et al., 1994). Primers designed for a soybean
tubulin gene (Dana Farber Soybean Gene Index no. TC204178; Supplemental
Table S3; Graham et al., 2002; O’Rourke et al., 2007) were used to normalize
RNA levels (Supplemental Table S3). Primers were designed so that ampli-
cons spanned an intron and could control for DNA contamination.
RNA was extracted from susceptible (Wm82) and resistant (PI459025B)
infected and mock-infected plants grown at the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture containment facility at Fort Detrick. Three leaflets of the second trifoliate
leaf of two plants (six leaflets total) were collected at 12, 24, 72, and 216 hai.
Leaves were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at 280C. Leaf
tissue was ground in liquid nitrogen, and RNAwas extracted using 1mL of Tri
Reagent (no. TR118; Molecular Research Center) according to the manufac-
turer’s protocols. RNA samples were stored as pellets at 280C and shipped
to Iowa State University, where the RNA samples were resuspended in 50 mL
of Nuclease-free water (Applied Biosystems, no. AM9937). Total RNA sam-
ples were DNased using TURBODNA-free (Applied Biosystems, no. AM1907)
according to the manufacturer’s directions.
Expression analyses were performed by qRT-PCR using the Rpp4F/R
primers that amplify all Rpp4 candidate genes from both genotypes (Table I).
Invitrogen’s SuperScriptIII Platinum SYBR Green One-Step qRT-PCR Kit (no.
11736-051) was used for 50-mL reactions with 30 ng of total RNA for sample
reactions following the manufacturer’s instructions. Cycling conditions are
provided in Supplemental Protocol S1. The PCRs were run in a Stratagene
Mx3000P followed by a dissociation curve, taking a fluorescent measurement
at every degree between 55C and 95C. The fold change was calculated from
the differences in threshold cycle (Ct) using the 22DDCt method (Livak and
Schmittgen, 2001). Each sample was also run in triplicate and normalized
against tubulin amplification to ensure that the differential expression was not
due to differing amounts of initial RNA template added to each sample. RT
reactions to make cDNAwere made using RETROscript (Applied Biosystems,
no. AM1710) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. PCR components
and conditions are provided in Supplemental Protocol S1. RT-PCR products
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were cloned, and 96 colonies were sequenced from each time point/treatment
bulk sample. Sequenced products were compared with the genomic se-
quences described previously to determine which gene copy was being
expressed in each sample. Based on aMoloneymurine leukemia virus enzyme
error rate of one error per 3,500 bases (provided by Ambion technical
support), RT sequences were considered a match at 99% identity, provided
that the base change did not match the genomic sequence of any of the Rpp4
candidate genes. P. pachyrhizi growth was assessed for all time points as
described previously for VIGS samples.
Protein Domain Analyses of the Rpp4 Candidate Genes
Searches against the Pfam database (Finn et al., 2006) were used to identify
conserved domains within the three Rpp4 candidate genes and RLG from
Wm82 (Fig. 1; Supplemental Fig. S3). In addition, the program COILS (Lupas
et al., 1991) was used to predict a CC domain. LRRs from each gene were
combined in a single fasta file and compared utilizing ClustalW (Thompson
et al., 1994; Supplemental Fig. S3).
Analyses of Indels in the Rpp4 Candidate Genes
ClustalW (default settings) was used to align the predicted gene sequences
for Rpp4C1, Rpp4C2, and Rpp4C3 (all Wm82), including 2,000 bases upstream
and downstream of each gene (Supplemental Table S5). The sequence align-
ment was analyzed to identify conserved indel sites shared by two of the three
genes. The identified indels were scored for each gene, and the locations were
recorded relative to Rpp4C1 (Wm82).
Alignment of the Rpp4 Contig with the Soybean Whole
Genome Assembly and Identification of a Rpp4
Homologous Region
The sequenced BACs and BAC-end sequences from the Rpp4 contig were
used to identify the soybean genome scaffold (version Glyma0; United States
Department of Energy Joint Genome Institute, 2008) corresponding to the
Rpp4 locus using BLASTN (Altschul et al., 1997). Scaffold_21 was screened for
the presence of additional candidate resistance genes by dividing the region
between markers Sat_143 and A885_1 on scaffold_21 (approximately 1.065
Mb) into 2,000-bp pieces and comparing them with the UniProt protein
database (Apweiler et al., 2004) using BLASTX (Altschul et al., 1997). To
determine if the Rpp4 locus was duplicated in the soybean genome, the same
2,000-bp intervals of scaffold_21 were blasted (BLASTN; Altschul et al., 1997)
against the entire genome assembly (version Glyma0; United States Depart-
ment of Energy Joint Genome Institute, 2008). The first hit identified was the
sequenced region itself (scaffold_21), and the second best hit was presumed to
represent a possibly duplicated region. The programs WebACT (Abbott et al.,
2005) and JDotter (Brodie et al., 2004) were used to visualize the sequence
identity between the duplicated regions (Supplemental Fig. S5).
Sequence data from this article can be found in the GenBank/EMBL data
libraries under accession numbers FJ225394 and FJ225395.
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The following materials are available in the online version of this article.
Supplemental Figure S1. The Wm82 Rpp4 BAC contig.
Supplemental Figure S2. Annotation of the sequenced BACs M70A12 and
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[Wm82]) identified from the soybean genome sequence.
Supplemental Figure S4. Partial sequence alignment of the Rpp4 candidate
genes from Wm82 and PI459025B.
Supplemental Figure S5. Identification of a duplicated region on chro-
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Supplemental Table S1. Primers designed from BAC-end sequences to
develop the Wm82 Rpp4 BAC contig.
Supplemental Table S2. Primers used to make VIGS constructs.
Supplemental Table S3. Primers used for expression analyses and cloning
of the Rpp4 candidate genes in Wm82 and PI459025B.
Supplemental Table S4. SSRmarkers developed for the Rpp4 locus and the
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